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Abstract—Device-to-device (D2D) communication proposes a
new epitome in mobile networking to avail data exchange between
physically proximate devices. The exploitation of D2D com-
munication enables mobile operators to harvest short range
communications for improving network performance and cor-
roborating proximity-based services. In this paper, we investigate
mobility aspects of D2D communication, which are indispens-
able for the adoption and implementation of D2D communication
technology. We present an extensive review of the state-of-the-
art problems and the corresponding solutions for encouraging the
exploitation of mobility to assist D2D communication. Specifically,
by identifying the mobility models, traces, problems, require-
ments, and features of different proposals, we discuss the lessons
learned and summarize the advantages of mobility-aware D2D
communication. We also present open problems and highlight
future research directions concerning D2D communication appli-
cations in real-life scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first comprehensive survey to address mobility-aware D2D
communication, which offers insight to the underlying problems
and provides the potential solutions.
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Fig. 1. Mobility assisted D2D communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEVICE-TO-DEVICE (D2D) communication takes the
advantage of opportunistic encounters by mobile users

with each other [1]. These opportunistic encounters’ information
between users are highly related to their movement. By exploit-
ing users’ movement, D2D enabled applications and services
visualize highly opportunistic and unpredictable human mobil-
ity. Therefore, the challenges of exploiting mobility resides in
the inherent complexity of users’ mobility. It is mainly con-
cerns with predicting the establishment of communication links
among D2D users. For instance, two mobile users can establish
a link at the time when they are in close proximity to each other.
However, there are two key questions have to be answered. First,
can we predict the physical interactions (i.e., physical proximity)
of D2D users in a mobility system? Second, when D2D users
are in physical proximity to each other, can we predict whether
these D2D users will stay physically close in the next time slot?
Thus, mobility imposes constraints on users’ mobility and/or
proximity prediction. Various constraints of mobility aware
D2D communications are illustrated in Fig. 1. As an example,
the mobility is capable of assisting the people traveling to com-
municate and share common interests [2], [3]. Specifically, the
information about accidents, congestion, tourist information,
path finding, location, entertainment, and etc., can be shared
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among users, when they are in close proximity to each other
in spaciotemporal manner [4]. In addition, people are naturally
moving while communicating in work place, amusement parks,
shopping centers, and etc. Subsequently, their movement affects
the overall D2D system, such as link quality, network condition
and traffic requirements [6]. Similarly, users also experience
latency, extra signaling requirements and interrupted D2D links,
caused by users’ movements. Therefore, mobility constraints in
different technical aspects of D2D communications (i.e., system
capacity, energy efficiency, data transmission and etc.,) must
be carefully investigated and characterized. Moreover, mobility
requires careful investigation to understand the practical opera-
tional efficiency of future cellular-assisted D2D systems [7]. In
contrast, modeling and investigating users’ mobility, mobility
models and traces of users due to mobility are needed for
reliable performance analysis of D2D networks.

In result, users’ mobility must incorporate for the native
support of D2D communication into 5G system architecture.
In fact, mobility affects the chances that users meet and estab-
lish a D2D connection. For instance, users’ mobility in a D2D
pair is a novel characteristic that related to unpredictable and
dynamic effects such as, frequent channel variations due to
relative user locations. Therefore, D2D mobility is expected
to dramatically affect the resulting system efficiency, and its
modeling must be made as accurately as possible. Moreover,
mobility-related parameters (i.e., mobility models and mobil-
ity traces) determine individual D2D performance and overall
D2D system performance. Focusing on different aspects of
D2D communications, many research works have studied
various mobility factors and mobility models using diverse
mobility traces to evaluate the performance of D2D commu-
nications in real life scenarios. Researchers have also collected
real-life vehicular and human mobility traces to understand the
influence of the users’ mobility in real life scenarios.

Although there exist several interesting surveys on D2D
communications [8]–[16], which have brought considerable
contributions and understanding related to D2D communica-
tions, yet the important area of mobility research is still in
progress. In particular, a comprehensive and comparative study
is lacking in the field of mobility-constrained or mobility-
aware D2D communications. For instance, the most emerging
problems in D2D communication such as interference man-
agement, caching & offloading, energy efficiency, latency and
etc. are not considered under the eye of dynamic environment.
Therefore, a deep understanding of users’ mobility, includ-
ing human and vehicular mobility models and mobility traces,
will provide vital insights on mobility-aware D2D communica-
tions. This motivates us to carry out a comprehensive survey
and tutorial to study the impacts of users’ mobility on the
achievable performance of D2D-assisted communications.

Thus, this article surveys principles, practice and challenges
of mobility-aware D2D communication. We aim to reveal
deep insight for the utility of mobility on different technical
aspects of D2D communication and to provide detailed guide-
lines on the utilization of mobility in D2D communication
applications. To serve these purposes, we structure our survey
paper based on mobility models and traces, technical issues
of D2D communication related to mobility, and the impact of

Fig. 2. Structure of the survey article.

mobility on D2D communication, as summarized in Fig. 2.
Building on the existing research works on mobility models
and mobility traces, in Section II, first we provide a com-
prehensive and hierarchical classification of mobility models,
adopted in D2D communication to tackle different techni-
cal issues. We then present an extensive survey on various
mobility traces, collected for investigating different mobility
behaviors. In Section III, we categorize distinct aspects of D2D
communication due to the inherent nature of mobility. We
focus on explaining these technical issues based on real-life
mobility scenarios. We then investigate the impact of mobility
in order to explain how mobility can assist D2D communi-
cations in Section IV. Section V summarizes the overview
of mobility assisted D2D communication to discuss the key
lesson learned from the existing work. It then presents chal-
lenges and future research directions for mobility-aware D2D
communication. Finally, we conclude our survey in Section VI.

II. MOBILITY MODELS AND TRACES

IN D2D COMMUNICATION

Mobility models are designed to realistically represent vari-
ous real-life mobility scenarios, namely, to emulate accurately
the movement patterns of various real-life applications. These
mobility models allow researcher to focus on the influence
of different parameters of mobility, such as speed, direction,
location, contact time (CT), encounter frequency, inter-contact
time (ICT), etc., on achievable performance of D2D commu-
nication. In this section, we discuss various mobility models
proposed and wide-range of mobility traces collected by the
research community.

A. Mobility Models

Numerous mobility models have been adopted and stud-
ied in different fields of wireless communication [49], [50].
We only consider the mobility models which are adopted
by researchers in D2D communication, and we categorize
these diverse mobility models according to different aspects
and situations as given in Fig. 3. In this classification, we
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Fig. 3. Categorization of mobility models.

have individual mobility or group mobility models, human
or social based mobility models, geographic based mobility
models, user interaction based mobility models, and vehicular
mobility models. We concentrate on describing how differ-
ent mobility models incorporate, analyze and characterize the
contact patterns of users in different scenarios. For instance,
sometimes motions of users are independent of each other,
e.g., in pedestrian walk, while in other situations, mobilities
of users are interdependent, such as in move in groups with
correlated motion patterns. On the other hand, social mobility
models should naturally incorporate human social interactions,
and vehicular mobility models should truthfully characterize
vehicular movement on road or highway in our daily life.

1) Random Mobility Model (RMM): RMM is widely
adopted in D2D communication research. In this model, users
are freely moving without any restriction. The speed, direction
and destination are therefore random. This mobility model is
memoryless, since the movements of users are independent
of their previous movements. Hence, the users do not count
their previous contact rates in establishing direct links. This
model is further divided into random way point model, random
direction model and random walk model [51]–[53].

a) Random way point model (RWPM): RWPN is a fre-
quently used mobility model due to its simplicity [54]–[59]. In
this model, users move within a known dimensional area, and
the average speed of users is distributed uniformly between
minimum and maximum speeds. The velocities and directions
of users are chosen independently. When D2D users come
into contact, their movements stop for certain duration of time
known as CT or pause-time. The maximum velocity and pause
time are the two basic parameters that determine the mobility
of users. Small maximum speed and long pause-time result in
high stability, while fast user movement and small pause time
produce highly dynamic behaviours of the users, and D2D
communication may become unstable. Thus, RWPM may fail
to achieve steady state, in terms of average user speed, and as
a result, the speed may constantly decrease as the simulation
progresses [60], [61]. However, this may not be a problem in
the case of high variability in proximate users. The reason is
that in this case the average number of proximate users around

a specific user are continuously changing with respect to time
and space in a mobile environs.

b) Random direction mobility model (RDMM): It is
observed that the spatial user distribution of RWPM is trans-
formed from uniform distribution to non-uniform distribution
as it reaches steady state [62], [63]. In steady state, the max-
imum density of nodes occurs at the center area whereas it is
almost zero around the edges of the coverage area. Therefore,
it is difficult to use RWPM to model the user distribution
in D2D communication underlaying cellular network within
the coverage area. RDMM [64] was proposed to resolve this
problem of non-uniform spatial distribution of user density
associated with RWPM. In RDMM, a user randomly and uni-
formly selects a direction between [0, 2π] until it reaches the
edge of the area. It randomly and uniformly chooses another
direction to move after reaching the edge of the coverage area
and also after stopping with a pause-time. The same concept
is implemented in D2D communication underlaying cellular
networks [65]–[67]. However, this mobility model may not be
applicable in certain D2D communication applications, such
as using relay in out of coverage scenario.

c) Random walk mobility model (RWMM): RWMM is
originally known as Brownian motion because it emulates
the unpredictable movements of the particles in the field of
physics. It is adopted by the wireless communication commu-
nity because it is believed that mobile users may also move
in unpredictable way [68]–[73]. RWMM has certain similar-
ity with RWPM, as user movements have randomness in the
both models. However, in RWMM, user movements are purely
random, and users have zero pause time when they come into
contact. Therefore, the difficulty of applying RWPM to D2D
communication is that D2D users do not have any information
about the past state when they come in contact, because the
present velocity is independent of the past velocity. This com-
pletely unpredicted randomness may not fit the real-life D2D
communication scenario, because in reality the velocities at
which two D2D users establish D2D link for communication
may depended on their previous velocity.

2) Human Mobility Model (HMM): The aforementioned
RMM is not particularly suited for human mobility, as it is
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Fig. 4. Illustration of human mobility-related parameters.

unable to produce the required patterns and statistical prop-
erties to mimic real-life human mobility patterns [74]. The
definition of HMM is based on physical space, temporal prop-
erties and connectivity. In physical space, proximate users
usually travel in close vicinity to their home and office envi-
ronments [49]. Regarding temporal properties, users are mostly
return to a previous location with encounter frequency that is
proportional to the rank of popular location. Thus, high suc-
cess probability can be achieved to find the current location
of the users by knowing the history of users’ movements. The
connectivity properties concern with the messages forwarded
from user to user, when they come in contact. The contact
duration can be measured by ICT and CT, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Specifically, the CT measures the frequency of encoun-
ters and time length, while the ICT measures the length of the
time interval from the end of the contact to the beginning of the
next contact. Real-life human mobility traces are often used to
find spatial and temporal conductivities of users in establish-
ing a link between D2D users [75]–[79]. Human mobility also
explores the contact duration, contact frequency, community
structure, and mobile user centrality from mobility traces in
real world [80]. We can further classify HMM into self-similar
least action walk and heterogeneous human walk.

a) Self-similar least action walk (SLAW): SLAW is one
of the primary mobility models for emulating human walk
behaviors [81], [82]. It has been shown that in D2D commu-
nication applications, SLAW can capture D2D users’ mobility
patterns [50], [74], [83]. It is particularly effective in emulating
the mobility patterns of D2D users having common interest for
offloading, transmitting or caching popular contents within a
same geographical location such as, university campus, office
or home. However, SLAW can also express the regular as
well as spontaneous trip patterns present in the daily mobil-
ity of users. This is due to the reason that people typically
keep a routine of visiting the same places every day such as
going to an office, but at the same time, make irregular trips
caused by an unexpected manner such as appointments. Thus,
SLAW represents the synthetic mobility patterns, i.e., regular
and spontaneous.

On the other side, SLAW may not necessarily capture all the
important statistical features of human mobility. There could

be many other features that SLAW may not capture. One of
them is temporal features of mobility. People meet because
they are in the same place and also at the same “time,” and
also people move to a certain location at a certain time because
they have to be there at that time. A hotspot may become
popular only at a certain time, e.g., a restaurant area. Real
mobility patterns must be a result of representing these spa-
tial and temporal correlations. In the construction of mobility
traces, SLAW chooses a set of destinations to visit randomly
from a given set of hotspots, and the visits to a certain location
are determined by a function of distance from the current loca-
tion. While this decision process may capture some realism in
spatial constraints, this does not represent temporal tendencies
of human mobility. Moreover, the drawback is the exponen-
tial cut off that appears every 12 hours in the SLAW mobility
model, which impacts on people’s daily routines [84].

b) Heterogeneous human walk (HHW): The aforemen-
tioned SLAW is suitable for modeling mobility patterns of
users having similar ‘characteristics’. In reality, users have
different characteristics and mobility behavior. For instance,
some users are more ‘popular’ than others, as they have more
friends in form of group and come into contact with other
people more often. Thus, HHW aims to generate realistic and
more general human mobility patterns, including the hetero-
geneity of human popularity. Moreover, temporal tendencies
must not be conceived as an unnecessary point as in SLAW,
but it is an important feature of a realistic mobility model. This
holds true especially for human mobility models since tempo-
ral tendencies are what commonly prevent us from making
straight line trips such as in SLAW. Therefore, it is necessary
that there is indeed a need for the inclusion of temporal ten-
dencies in order to better predict the performance of real D2D
system. HHW, on the other side, have geographic constraints,
i.e., space and time.

Unlike SLAW, this model can describe the overlapping com-
munity/group structure which contributes to human heteroge-
neous popularity. A user can initiates the contact time with
destination users according to their contact history to lever-
age mobility prediction. Since some users are more popular
in community and have more chances of encountering oth-
ers, they are more suitable for relaying data than non-popular
users [85], [86]. Thus, users’ popularity and heterogeneity in
HHW is quite useful rather than the SLAW model for efficient
content forwarding, data caching and offloading schemes in
D2D communication [87], [88].

3) Social Group Based Mobility Model (SGMM): D2D
communication and social network are correlated with each
other. SGMM is founded on social network theory which
allows a number of users collectively form group based on
social relationships among the users [89], [90]. The grouping
of users is then mapped onto a topographical space, and user
movements are influenced by the strengths of social ties among
users that can be changed with respect to space and time. A
user in a group can implicitly reach a goal or decision point,
and at this point the user decides whether to remain in the
group or to move to another group, or to escape outside every
group [91]. In SGMM, D2D users cooperates or communicates
with each other in form of group in social network [92], [93].
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4) Community Based Mobility Model (CMM): The
movement of mobile devices carried by human beings depends
on human social behavior. Humans tend to be social and form
communities in many circumstances. CMM is proposed for
peer discovery scheme in social network [57], [67]. It cap-
tures the social nature of humans and is heavily dependent on
the structure of relationships among people. In CMM, D2D
users are divided into several groups with specific locations.
The destination user is depending on the position of central
user with which it has a strong social connectivity. It seems
that SGMM and CMM are somehow related to each other.
However these two models are different in terms of central
user. In CMM, the central user of a group is static, while
in SGMM, the central user is also moving along with other
users in the group. Also CMM is different from HHW in the
follow aspect. In HHW, the users’ encounter frequencies are
measured with the corresponding popular user based on their
contact history. Hence, all the users in the group will rely on
the specific popular user for data offloading, caching, and etc.
However, in CMM, users form a group of community and help
each other based on social phenomena without relying on a
specific user’s popularity. Hence, all the users in a group are
dependent on each other.

5) Dynamic Graph Model (DGM): DGM enables the large
scale system modeling with multiple D2D pairs and user
mobility patterns, and it establishes a realistic D2D commu-
nication framework for investigating theoretical performance
limits and studying the optimal system design [94]–[96].
Specifically, the dynamic transmission graph is exploited to
model the spatial-temporal dynamics in terms of mobile
users in the multi-hop D2D enabled cellular network that
includes transmission opportunities of direct cellular trans-
mission, multi-hop D2D connected transmission and D2D
opportunistic transmission. Optimization based on DGM has
been applied to the design and performance analysis of multi-
hop D2D enabled wireless networks [97]. The optimal mobile
content downloading problem in D2D communication with
multiple D2D pairs and mobility patterns of users has also
been formulated in [98] based on DGM. In [99], DGM is
employed to investigate the fundamental problem of energy
saving in D2D communication.

6) Geographic Based Mobility Model (GBMM): In
GBMM, the users’ movements are naturally restricted to a
bounded area, such as conference hall, institution campus,
office complex, shopping mall, etc. Mobility patterns are
bounded, because for example, users may be guided by path-
ways and are congested by location. Therefore, the users’
trajectories are inherently constrained by geographical close-
ness of the users. These trajectories are characterized by
users’ mobile homophilies, and are further classified into three
categories which are given as follows.

a) Pathway or city selection mobility model (PSMM or
CSMM): In real life, D2D users often do not move randomly
but move by predefined path or map. The mobility of such
users is geographically constrained by the predefined map.
In [100], a random graph is utilized to model the mobil-
ity patterns of D2D users based on the map of city. The
D2D communication mode selection on the predefined map

Fig. 5. Vehicular mobility infrastructure, where engine control unit is denoted
by ECU.

is characterized in [101] and [102] by deriving the mode
selection map and movement based incentive, respectively.

b) Mobile homophilies (MH): A natural strategy to
predict the D2D links is to exploit D2D users’ mobility
information called mobile homophily (MH). MH defines phys-
ical quantities that capture the degrees of physically space
information between mobile users. The quantities that describe
the degrees of closeness in mobile users include [104].

1) Distance: The physical distance between two users’ most
frequent locations to make D2D links.

2) Spatial co-location rate: The probability that D2D users
visit the same location without time constraint.

3) Spatial cosine similarity: The probability that D2D
users’ trajectories are captured due to similar encounter
frequencies. It is consigned by the angle between the
number of encounters at the each location.

4) Weighted spatial cosine similarity: The spatial cosine
similarity of each location divided or normalized by
the logarithm of the population at each location. This
measure promotes co-location low density areas and
reprimands co-location in populated locations.

5) Co-location rate: The probability that D2D links are
established at same location and time frame.

6) Weighted co-Location rate: The probability of D2D
users co-locating in the same time frame, normal-
ized by the logarithm of the population density of the
co-location.

7) Extra-role co-location rate: The probability of D2D users
co-locating in the same time frame at night or during
weekends [106].

c) Event based mobility model (EMM): Another GBMM
is the event based or event driven mobility model, which pre-
dicts/models the human movements caused by environmental
or local events. For instance, the work [107] simulates the
mobility model in a disaster recovery scenario. In an event
driven situation, such as a disaster, people’s movements clearly
depend on their different roles in the event. For example, in
a fire situation, the rescue workers are moving towards the
event, while ordinary people may flee from the disaster area.
EMM therefore plays a key role in the implementation of D2D
communication for various disasters situations.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MOBILITY MODELS

7) Vehicular Mobility Model (VMM): Vehicular communi-
cation has become the essential part of our intelligent transport
system (ITS). Fig. 5 depicts various communication scenar-
ios occurring in a typical vehicular mobility infrastructure
or system, which include vehicular-to-sensor (V2S), V2V,
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicular-to-RSU (V2R)
communications. VMM emulates the locomotion of vehicles
along the road or highway with respect to the speed and
movement, in queues and stopping at traffic signals, etc. It
has wide applications, such as travel time prediction, conges-
tion management, road safety, data dissemination, etc. High
vehicular mobility imposes new challenges on the design
of high-performance, low-latency and high-reliability D2D
based V2V communication. D2D communication in vehic-
ular environment is characterized by the inaccurate channel
state information (CSI) feedback and highly dynamic spectrum
management problem. Researchers have adopted different
VMMs to help solving these new challenges in applying D2D
communication to various vehicular scenarios [108]–[115].
Specifically, operating V2V connections in coexistence to V2I
links in a D2D underlay mode is investigated in [108], in
which a predictive resource allocation method and a RSU
cooperative scheduling are proposed for interference control.
The work [109] examines the suitability of D2D communica-
tion to safety critical Internet of vehicle application. This is
achieved by qualitatively measuring the usefulness of D2D
mechanism to cope with high mobility patterns. Based on
VMM, the resource allocation and power control algorithm
is recommended in [110] to satisfy different requirements of
D2D based V2V communication and cellular communication,
including intra-cell interference management between D2D
and cellular links. In [111], a location dependent resource allo-
cation scheme is proposed for automotive safety application
with very strict quality of service (QoS) and reliability require-
ments using D2D underlay carrier. The work [112] explores
efficient resource allocation strategies for D2D communica-
tion in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETS). In this work,
the authors divide the vehicles into multiple clusters on the
road, and each cluster shares a single cellular user’s resource.

According to the literature, we divide various VMMs into
three types, i.e., trace based model, stochastic model and traffic
simulator based model.

a) Trace based model: Many mobility traces of vehi-
cles have been collected by different organizations on various
devices like GPS, iMote, WiFi and RSUs [116]. These vehic-
ular mobility traces can be utilized to construct trace based
models for extracting the underlying mobility patterns of
vehicular systems. For example, a trace based model can rep-
resent the mobility patterns of a vehicular system by different
colours over a map at different time, lanes, and vehicle density.

b) Stochastic model: In a stochastic model, the vehicle
moves in a pure random motion. Such stochastic modeling
can be utilized to capture the complex mobility behavior of
vehicles in an ITS. The work [115] adopts stochastic modeling
of VMM in the evaluation and dynamic optimization of D2D
communication for ITS.

c) Traffic simulator based model: Traffic simulators, like
PARAMICS [117], CORSIM [118], VISSIM [119]–[121],
TRANSIM [122], MONARCH [123], STRAW [124], and
SUMO [125]–[127], are used to model urban traffic in order to
generate vehicular mobility traces for validating a number of
vehicle mobility factors. Among them, SUMO is widely used
in D2D based V2V communication. This is because SUMO is
a free and open traffic simulator that allows modeling of inter-
modal traffic systems, which includes vehicles on road, public
transport and pedestrians. It can be utilized to find different
tasks such as route finding, and network’s visualization.

8) Summary: The goal of a mobility model is to cap-
ture the key characteristics of the underlying mobility senario
and therefore to represent its mobility patterns in a realistic
fashion. One way to create realistic mobility patterns would
be to construct trace-based mobility models, where accurate
information about the real-life mobility patterns are provided
by the mobility traces. Since D2D communication have not
been implemented and deployed on a wide scale, obtain-
ing sufficient amount of real-life mobility traces is a major
challenge. The synthetic models, such as RWPM, RDMM,
RWMM and the stochastic model in VMM, are mathematical
models develop by considering physical movements of people
and vehicles. These synthetic models are not trace-driven [50].
On the other hand, there are many mobility models which are
based on mobility traces. Table I summarizes various classes
of mobility models discussed, where we have highlighted the
main characteristics of each class, whether mobility traces
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are required, and whether the mobility model is connected
to social network.

B. Mobility Traces

Mobility models are designed and developed to represent
key parameters of mobility, such as speed, direction, location,
CT, encounter frequency and ICT. These mobility parame-
ters critically influence the achievable performance of D2D
communication. However, sometimes mobility models may
be ineffective to imitate the nature of mobility due to the
following reasons.

1) Realistic Models: It is illustrated as whether the given
mobility models are close enough to be used for network
performance evaluation. This is due to the fact that some
mobility models are restricted to specific scopes and
could not utilized as real mobility model such as, RMM,
RWPM, RDMM and RWMM.

2) Scalability: It must be ensured that whether the mobility
model is able to easily incorporate an increasing num-
ber of users without influencing the diverse properties
of the model. This is due to the fact that the mobility
properties may effect by increasing the number of users
in the system.

3) Geographical Map: Some mobility models such as,
CMM, DGM, GBMM and MH require geographical
map for the movement of users. Without specific maps
and known geographical knowledge, we will unable to
imitate the mobility models.

4) Simulation: It is difficult for some mobility models to
easily simulate due to complexity or computational over-
head. For instance, a large of vehicles in a VMM or
a large number of people in HHW may effect the true
nature of these mobility models. In addition, some mod-
els are too heavy due to which they can not observe the
scalability property.

In order to create a realistic mobility model that accurately
emulates the mobility patterns of real-life application, it is
highly effective to directly infer or derive these key mobility
parameters from real-life mobility data or traces. Therefore,
considerable attention has been focused on designing and col-
lecting real-life mobility traces. In particular, some researchers
utilize the traces of social network, and some exploit the traces
of opportunistic networks, while others collect the mobility
traces of cellular networks. Therefore, it is necessary to dis-
cuss those mobility traces that are used or can be used in
future for D2D communication. According to the literature
of mobility traces and referring to Table II, we provide the
detailed information about various mobility traces and trace
collection procedures.

1) MIT Reality [128]: This data set captures commu-
nication, proximity, location and activity information from
100 MIT staff and students over the 2004-2005 academic
year (9 months). This MIT data set is widely used for
mining human behavior and studying properties and struc-
ture of social networks. Because this trace captures the
real-life human mobility patterns, which are inherently con-
nected with social networks, it is particularly useful for
investigating D2D communication involving human mobility.

For example, the work [90] utilizes this mobility trace to
study social-aware D2D communication underlaying cellular
networks.

2) Infocom05/06 [129]: Infocom05/06 data traces include
a group of users at IEEE Infocomm conferences in 2005
and 2006 at Miami, USA and Barcelona, Spain, respec-
tively. The data sets involve static, mobile as well as external
devices. Majority of the researchers use these two data sets
for proximate applications. Since the data sets measure the
actual wireless networking opportunities and data transfer
opportunities, they are also widely used in the field of D2D
communication.

3) Cambridge [129]: This data set also includes a group
of users who carry iMote devices in office and city envi-
ronments. The duration of the data set is up to 12 days,
and the trace records contact information and data transfer
opportunities for the users at various locations, such as office,
grocery stores, markets, shopping centers, around the city of
Cambridge, U.K. This trace has been utilized to help solving
different technical problems of D2D communication due to
mobility constraints as well as to exploit D2D communication
based social networking [57], [146], [147].

4) Kaist/Wibro [130]: Kaist/wibro data set is collected
from the network traffic on the subway lines of WiBro network
in Seoul, South Korea, with the speed of almost 90 km/h
with duration of approximately 1-2 minutes between two con-
secutive stations. This vehicular mobility trace is recorded to
evaluate the QoS of voice over Internet protocol (VoIP), and it
is useful for observing the performance of a vehicular system
with D2D communication.

5) Intel Home [131]: In this data set, connectivity and
UDP/TCP throughput data are collected from a grid of six
nodes placed at three different houses, 2 in USA and 1 in
U.K. Each node is instructed to run an experiment toward
every other node in turn to assess success/loss rate, transmis-
sion rate and transmission power of proximate users. The trace
also records the impact of node locations.

6) Sigcomm2009 [132]: The trace is compiled during
Sigcomm 2009 at Barcelona, Spain from around 100 smart
devices. Each device is initialized with the social profile that
includes the information of the user’s home city, country and
affiliation. Each user is advised to log on to the Facebook
profile, which helps the user to find friends and interest in
the mobile social network. This trace presents opportunistic
data transmission, encounter frequency and social profiles of
proximate users in the scenario of D2D communication.

7) Rome Taxi [133]: The dataset comprises the mobility
traces of around 320 taxis in the central Rome, Italy, collected
over 30 days. The data center collects taxis current locations,
speeds, heading angles, status, etc., every 7 s. Proximate taxi
drivers can exchange the information among them for picking
and dropping people according to their desirable positions and
destinations. This trace is useful in investigating D2D based
V2V communication.

8) Diesel Bus [134]: The dataset records the data traces
of 30-40 buses equipped with WiFi capabilities, which are
sparsely covering almost 150 miles. It measures the inter-
mittent connectivity between buses. Researchers exploit this
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vehicular mobility trace for DTN research as well as for D2D
based V2V communications [38], [148]–[151].

9) Dartmouth Campus [135]: The dataset is collected for
the period of 5 years at Dartmouth College, a large college
campus having 190 buildings and large number of students
and faculty. There are 450 APs installed with range of about
130-150 feet indoors, serving several thousands users. The data
set records the mobility traces of users whose mobile devices
can access wireless APs [39], [40]. The estimated movements
of mobile users in between APs can be erroneous due to rel-
atively long distance between APs. Thus, the data traces are
not entirely satisfactory to explain the detailed human mobility
trajectories due to an uneven granularity [152].

10) Shanghai Taxi [136]: This dataset records the real
motion traces from about 4000 operational taxis carrying GPS
devices in Shanghai, China, for the duration of one month.
The data set contains the information of longitude and lati-
tude coordinates of taxis’ current location, time duration, speed
and heading angle, and status. Although Shanghai taxi trace
dataset is much larger than Rome taxi trace dataset and can
be used to better investigate the mobility patterns of vehicular

networks, it may still be insufficient large for the purpose of
studying the large-scale vehicular system in high speed large
urban environment [42], [43], [137].

11) Beijing Taxi [137]: This dataset collects the mobility
track logs of 27000 participating taxis in Beijing, China, for
the duration of one month. This large vehicular mobility trace
is widely utilized to study large-scale vehicular systems in
large urban environments [29], [153]–[156].

12) Upb/Hyccups [138]: This dataset collects the mobile
users’ interaction information, e.g., statistical usage, activities
of users, battery usage, sensor data. In addition, it also accumu-
lates the information of users about their encounters with other
users. Therefore, the mobility traces of this dataset include
wireless contacts, social connections and users’ interests.

13) Uoi/Haggle [139]: The traces of this dataset are derived
from Cambridge traces. They embrace proximate devices and
include connectivity traces that can be used for network
simulation with opportunistic network environment simulator.

14) Oviedo/Asturies-er [140]: The dataset consists of the
mobility and connectivity traces, which are extracted from
GPS traces and collected by the regional Fire Department
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of Asturias, Spain. A total of 229 devices are involved in
19,462,339 locations, where a new location is reported within
an interval of approximately 30 seconds.

15) Copelabs/Usense [141]: The dataset is concerned with
the social interaction of the users, and their propinquity based
on wireless networking. The data are collected from the smart
devices carried by people to communicate with each other
in the same affiliation during their daily routines, such as at
home, office, leisure activities, meeting and conference, etc.

16) Kth/Rss [142]: This dataset contains the radio signal
strength (RSS) data collected from a mobile robot in two
environments: indoor at a KTH’s office and outdoor at an aban-
doned steel factory in Dortmund, Germany. The position and
orientation data of the mobile robot are collected with the aid
of the robot operating system.

17) Unical/Socialblueconn [143]: The dataset contains the
social profiles of the participants, such as Facebook friends
and self-declared interests.

18) Nottingham Mall [144]: This dataset collects the
Bluetooth contact traces from shop employees of a shop-
ping mall to investigate the mobility patterns of a real-world
scenario.

19) Tecnalia/Humanet [145]: The dataset contains
Bluetooth connectivity, proximity and mobility data, having
5 million traces with a minimum granularity of 5 seconds.

III. MOBILITY-AWARE D2D COMMUNICATION

The mobility patterns or parameters of the underlying phys-
ical environment critically impact the achievable performance
of a D2D communication system. A D2D communication tech-
nique must be ‘mobility aware’ in order to be effective, and
researchers have carefully addressed diverse technical prob-
lems of D2D communication with the aid of various mobility
models/traces. This is also the focus of this section.

A. Mobility-Aware Throughput Optimization

D2D communication typically shares resources with tra-
ditional cellular communication, which imposes serious
interference. In order to mitigate interference and consequently
to increase the system capacity, users’ mobility behaviors
must be carefully analyzed [96]. A number of research works
aim to maximize the throughput by utilizing users’ mobility
information. For example, the work [98] optimizes the content
downloading via D2D communication and the system capacity.
Specifically, the throughput optimization problem is formu-
lated by introducing the dynamic transmission graph model
for large-scale networks [98]. Since conventional dynamic
graph (DG) theory does not deliver the spatio-temporal loca-
tions for users, time expanded graph is proposed in [98]
to enhance DG theory so that the dynamic accessing and
time varying communication opportunities can be character-
ized. The opportunity is transient in time expanded graph to
obtain the interested contents via D2D communication, and
users have to wait for their preferred and interested con-
tent. The work [147] proposes the expected available duration
(EAD) metric to evaluate throughput optimization by taking
into account the pairwise connectivity among mobile users for
their preferred and interested objects. Although, the authors

of [147] show good results for their proposed scheme, this
work is not suitable for large-data applications, such as video
streaming and online gaming which impose strict latency and
consistency requirements [157]. The separate resource block
and power allocation (SOLEN) algorithm is proposed in [110]
to maximize the cellular users sum rate under while satisfying
the latency and consistency constraints.

Relay-aided multihop communication is an effective means
to overcome poor channel quality between a mobile user
and its serving BS. However, mobility causes frequent relay
switching which results in increased energy consumption,
potential delay and outage. The work [68] proposes a distance-
based relay selection scheme. However, this scheme is not
suitable for high speed applications because users’ distances
change rapidly. The study [158] investigates the architecture of
mobile relay suitable for high speed scenarios. To improve the
efficiency of the mobile relay scheme, the system can be opti-
mized with self-optimization network (SON), power saving,
measurement and system information acquisition mechanisms.
In order to provide less expensive infrastructure and operating
expenses for mobile relay mechanism, a virtual infrastructure
topology can be considered to improve the system capacity
and network coverage [159].

Some researchers address the impact of mobility not from
users’ perspective but from angle of dynamic network [160].
For instance, a utility function as well as contention graph-
based mobility-assisted resource allocation and power control
algorithms are proposed to investigate the network dynam-
ics [56]. The authors apply a hedonic coalition formation
game for mode selection and resource allocation to miti-
gate interference in a distributed manner, which trades off
between the achievable rate and the costs. The power con-
trol problem is also formulated to maximize the sum rate of
the cellular links in the coalition formation. The coalition for-
mation is suitable for fixed-location or slow moving mobile
users. Therefore, location dependent resource allocation is
proposed in [111]. Specifically, the authors propose a heuristic
location dependent resource allocation scheme (LDRAS). to
reduce the signaling overhead and interference level. However,
the work [111] only considers a single cell scenario with
limited users. Botsov et al. [161] extend this work to multi-
cell deployments. The authors utilize LDRAS to satisfy the
requirements of cooperative intelligent traffic system safety
services, while reducing the signal overhead and interference
within the network.

In future-generation cellular networks, D2D users share
resources with cellular users. Interference management,
resource allocation and mode selection are all influenced by
the underlying mobility patterns of mobile users. Table III lists
various mobility-aware techniques for throughput optimization
and system capacity enhancement discussed in this subsec-
tion. How to utilize mobility information to assign resources
optimally in highly dynamic environments is still an open
issue.

B. Mobility-Aware D2D Data Offloading/Caching

Mobile data offloading and caching via D2D communica-
tion will play a key role in meeting the explosive increase
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of mobile data traffic. Traffic offloading in cellular networks
includes local voice services, multimedia content sharing,
gaming group completion context aware applications, pub-
lic safety, etc. From network operator’s perspective, networks
can offload mobile traffic to users via D2D communication
to avoid network congestion and to optimize the performance
of voice and data services [162], [163]. However, the mobil-
ity constraints of D2D users impose serious in mobile data
offloading and coaching. An effective D2D offloading and
caching scheme must carefully consider the mobility prop-
erties of the underlying mobile environment, i.e., it must be
mobility aware.

In this regard, some optimization techniques are proposed to
investigate the mobility affect on data offloading and caching.
For instance, Wang et al. [87] study the problem of mobil-
ity assisted opportunistic offloading problem with the help
of statistical properties of users to offload the computation
tasks among users. The problem is further investigated for
data offloading and caching by considering different mobility
patterns and content sizes of data files in [55]. Specifically,
the authors of [55] propose the distributed infrastructure-
assisted data offloading algorithm (IADOA) by utilizing the
contacts information between mobile nodes, provided by the
BS. Huang et al. [92] propose the power efficient traffic
offloading scheme (PETOS) to provide the group location-
based service (LBS) and group-based caching, in order to
reduce cellular traffic and power consumption in D2D com-
munication. A group of users travel outdoors together to
form mobile coverage network by utilizing smart phones to
download and share LBS data to their neighboring nodes.
PETOS takes into account user mobility by providing dynamic
group management protocol that allows the users for one hop
dynamic network coverage. The movement based incentive
mechanism is also used in relay selection and payment deter-
mination [102]. However, the scheme of [102] is limited to the
senario where potential relays are mobile, while D2D users
are static. The proposed mechanism utilizes the mobility of
relays to improve the performance of traffic offloading. To
motivate and control mobile nodes to move from one place
to other, the mobile operators can provide some incentives to
these potential relays for their cost [103].

Mobile Internet contributes to most of the rapidly-increasing
mobile data traffic Users are mostly attracted to and requested
frequently popular contents, such as viral videos and new
online gaming. Downloading the same popular contents by
users through cellular network results in huge amount of

multiple duplicate transmissions. In order to reduce the bur-
den on cellular network, Zhang et al. [164] propose a social
network assisted approach for D2D communication. Although
the connectivity among users can be intermittent, social rela-
tions in real world tend to stable with respect to time.
By exploiting the stable social tiers, the authors of [164]
use the Indian buffet process (IBP) to model the content
dissemination links and develop an online traffic offload-
ing algorithm. Another social-aware mobile data offloading
scheme is presented in [88], by leveraging the notions of
users’ pattern prediction, storage and social networking. The
work [88] shows that the peak traffic demands can be sig-
nificantly reduced by proactively serving predictable user
demands via caching.

Game theories have also been to investigate mobility-aware
caching and offloading. For example, Wang et al. [93] propose
a network formation game to capture the dynamic character-
istics of the users. In the network formation game, the users
decide their D2D sharing strategies based on the historical
records of mobility patterns and cost ratios between cellu-
lar and D2D transmissions. The work [146] classifies users
into multicast and core types with the consideration of users’
mobility and social characteristics, such as user stay probabil-
ity and familiarity. Stackelberg game based pricing mechanism
is then proposed to motivate the core users to distribute the
video data offloading, in order to alleviate heavy BS traffic
load for video services. A Tag-assisted social-aware (TASA)
opportunistic sharing scheme is proposed in [165], [166] for
users to share the content through local opportunistic con-
nectivity in mobile social networks. A social-aware named
data networking (sNDN) framework is exploited in [167] to
form friendship group in a close proximity based on encounter
frequencies for content retrieval via D2D communication.

The users’ mobility parameters, including contact time, con-
tact frequency and offloading probability, can be utilized for
D2D assisted wireless caching systems [168], [169]. The joint
mobility aware and small cell BS density caching placement
schemes are proposed to bring the impact of user mobility
and small cell BS distribution on the caching placement. It
is pointed out that mobility can effect positively on the com-
putation offloading in order to improve the performance in
term of energy cost. However, an incentive mechanism is con-
sidered for a dynamic network to differentiate user’s QoE
and the heterogeneity of mobile users in terms of caching
and computational capabilities. Thus, Shabani et al. [163]
investigated the effect of mobility on D2D coded caching
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architecture. The authors compared the work with the static
environment and concluded that the coded multi-casting gain
and the spatial reuse gain can be achieved simultaneously,
by leveraging mobility in a D2D coded caching network.
However, the D2D users need to discover the close proximity
relay node according to the location and channel conditions
for offloading the data. The dynamic environment is benefi-
cial for caching in a heterogeneous network to minimize the
system cost in terms of energy and bandwidth wastage [170].
It took the advantages of the storage capabilities of users in
the system. The storage files are accessed by other users in
the system through D2D communication. This minimizes the
average system cost by reducing congestion at the backhaul
link in terms of energy and bandwidth wastage, and requires
less computational resources.

In summary, the randomness of users’ mobility contributes
potentially for caching more data in the network than deter-
ministic users. However, the node mobility affects the link
quality between D2D pair due to node location over time. The
connection between D2D pair can be lost or degraded due to
the displacement of one of the two nodes in D2D pair, and
the transmission of large files may not be successful due to
mobility constraint. The problem is introduced in [171], where
success probability is considered to establish D2D link. The
caching transmission is initiated, when the transmitter has the
desired content cached, and their location or position remained
constant for certain duration of time. This achieves a satisfac-
tory QoS for a user to keep its position for an exponential
period of time before changing the position from the cov-
erage of receiver. The mobility aware analysis captures the
information of the local vicinity of users at the exact loca-
tion. In order to give quick view of the overall discussion, we
summarized the mobility parameters for the state-of-the-art
problems in Table IV.

C. Mobility-Aware D2D Energy Efficiency

It is worth important to improve the energy efficiency by
reducing the physical communication distance between D2D
pairs. However, it is crucial to address the problems in current
communication practices that lead to excessive energy waste at
the node terminal and even at the infrastructure side [114]. The
performance of the energy consumption is investigated with
varying network factors, i.e., flow delay, buffer size and band-
width [99]. It is necessary to reduce the energy consumption

for data transmission by any possible way of transmission
from BS to the receivers under the human mobility con-
straints. Likewise, Cai et al. [180] raised the problem of uplink
resource sharing in dynamic D2D communication environ-
ment. The authors construct the energy efficiency model for
different sharing modes, QoS requirements, and spectrum uti-
lization of each user. To cope with the problem, they proposed
an NT-coalition formation game with the characteristic func-
tion in terms of energy gain and the costs in terms of mutual
interference. Similarly, Moraleda-Soler et al. [181] proposed a
test bed that implements link-aware opportunistic D2D trans-
mission. Therefore, the work is extended by Wu et al. [175]
to investigate the random mobility process, and mobility influ-
ences on Energy Efficiency (EE) and Bandwidth Efficiency
(BE). The authors proposed an EE-BE aware scheduling
scheme with a mobile relay selection strategy, rate alloca-
tion and routing, while investigated the relationship between
energy efficiency and bandwidth efficiency. Although, the
proposed scheme improved the efficiency, reliability, QoS and
performance of D2D communication by reducing energy con-
sumption, yet the real data strategies for mobility patterns and
models are still a missing section.

To capture the mobility preferences and similarity for
mobile encountering and prediction, the time space matrix
(TSM) is introduced [176]. The mobility preferences and sim-
ilarities aim to utilize the devices’ mobility to create encounter
opportunities. In addition, the authors in [176] further investi-
gated the encounter frequencies between users. The approach
aims to utilize the device to reduce the transmission distance,
and consequently, reduce the energy consumption. Another
benefit of encounter frequencies is to increase the message
delivery probability at a cost of energy consumption. However,
there is a strong trade-off shown in [179] between energy con-
sumption and encounter probability. The proposed autonomic
scheme is consisted of two phases. The first phase is to deter-
mine the energy cost, and the probabilistic nodes decide either
to stay static or move in the second phase. It is observed that
the significant energy conservation occurred due to trade-off
between encounter probability and energy consumption under
mobility constraint.

As the users’ movement is arbitrary, it is difficult to
determine mobility speed and pattern. On the other hand,
mobile users are operated through batteries having limited
energy capacity, hence it is a dire need of energy constrained
based mobility control techniques. Energy is consumed due to
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transmission and reception of data contents, and nodes’ mobil-
ity. In [182], the authors modeled a message dissemination
process under the consideration of variable velocity of nodes
by the deployment of continuous-time Markov model for data
dissemination. However, most of the present solutions focus on
probing inter-contact intervals, and it is assumed that contact
rate follows exponential distribution. Many researchers have
negated this fact and proved with experiments that contact rate
follow power law distribution. On the basis of power law dis-
tributed contacts, Zhang et al. [177] proposed adaptive wakeup
scheduling. The approach focuses on node wakeup during con-
tact probability and sleep in case of low contact possibilities.
In addition, Bista and Rawat [178] had performed compari-
son among Epidemic, PRoPHET and Spray-and-wait protocols
under RWM, RWPM and shortest path map-based movement
mobility models for evaluating utilization of resources and
mainly energy consumption. The authors demonstrated that
energy conservation and reduction in overhead is provided by
Epidemic and PRoPHET Protocols in RWM, whereas delivery
probability is enhanced in RWPM.

From the above discussion, it is concluded that mobility of
users also effect the energy consumption of the users’ devices.
We can see from Table V that different authors utilizes differ-
ent mobility models, traces and mobility parameters in order
to achieve better energy efficiency in a dynamic environment.
However, the speed of users in the state-of-the-art research is
considered very low. The energy consumption in high speed
scenario is not investigated in the current research.

D. Mobility Aware D2D Latency Investigation

It might not be feasible or reliable to compromise the
latency between end users due to the mobility of users.
For example, the latency might be increased due to control-
ling thousands of devices to exchange information with each
other. In addition, the signaling overhead further affects the
information delivery between end user due to mobile envi-
ronment. The latency could be increased by exchanging the
control signal that makes D2D communications unreasonable,
when several BSs are also involved to make the handovers. To
enable minimum latency data transmission between end users
is one of the crucial advantages expected from D2D com-
munications. The latency in D2D communication can occur
due to fast locomotion of the users within the same cell,
handovers (HOs) between different cells, random mobility
impacts, high data transmission in specific time duration, and

in terms of V2V [108]. D2D communication HOs problems
occur due to legacy of LTE system that cannot support D2D
HOs. Therefore, when D2D users perform LTE HOs, some
several drawbacks might be emerged such as latency, extra
signaling exchange and interrupted D2D links.

Researchers investigated the variety of these scenar-
ios, and proposed different techniques to overcome the
problem of latency in D2D communication. For instance,
Yilmaz et al. [183] presented the problem of latency due to
HOs. The authors proposed mobility management solution and
predicted achievements for D2D communication. However, the
mobility of D2D communication is considered as a HO, while
it lack of mobility patterns and real environment scenarios. In
the line of this, Barua and Braun [186] further over viewed
the mobility management system for LTE-A technology, and
proposed a model and an algorithm for D2D communica-
tion HOs to lower the signaling overhead, lower delay and
uninterrupted D2D communication. The HO problem is fur-
ther investigated by Orsino et al. [54] to enhance the QoS of
mobile users at the time of its HO in LTE system. However,
the proposed scheme enables the users to temporarily con-
nect to a suitable relay via D2D link during HO. The HOs
and mobility of users are specified on the current LTE-A
HO procedures, and hence it cannot support the proximity
services continuity requirements. It is considered that contin-
uous HOs are expected when the proximity users move across
the BS boundary. Thence, an efficient D2D HO mechanism is
essential to meet the requirements of proximity users. Among
many, one of the solution is proposed in [184]. In the article,
Joint Handover Procedure (JHP) and Half Handover Procedure
(HHP) are studied. In the JHP, the network considered all the
proximity based users in the ongoing D2D communication
due to close proximity. While in HHP, one of the users in
the proximity can be handed over to the targeted BS, and the
other one will still the source of BS. However, this causes
a huge controlling signaling burden, interference issues and
complex mobility patterns recognition over BS. Therefore,
Lei [115] captured stochastic nature of traffic arrivals and com-
plex mobility behavior for dynamic optimization in terms of
high reliability and low latency.

Most of the researchers have considered homogeneity in
terms of users’ mobility in the above mentioned works.
Nevertheless, this is not true because the real traces have
depicted that mobility patterns are heterogeneous. The hetero-
geneity in contact rates poses limitation in the performance of
communication, and in result a transient communication links
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occurs due to the nodes’ mobility. The heterogeneity problem is
taken by Li et al. [42], [187] into consideration. The authors
leveraged heterogeneity in delivery costs and contact rates
during selection of relay nodes for achieving a reduction in
delivery cost while maintaining required delivery probability
of message. Optimal heterogeneous relaying scheme (OHRS)
is formulated in order to select optimal relaying nodes to
reduce the latency. The outcomes demonstrated that proposed
approach is efficient in achieving a high delivery probability.
The latency issue can also be occurred for data delivery by
finding proximate users in D2D communication. The mobile
application discovery protocol in a cellular environment must
be efficient in radio resource usage, energy efficiency for bat-
tery life, and are able to discover as many devices as possible.
Keeping the mobility issue, Zhang et al. [57] proposed a
social network characteristic peer discovery scheme for D2D
communications. It is concluded that the peer discovery ratio
significantly increases with social grouping and social cen-
trality, and improved the system performance in terms of
data delivery ratio and reducing the average delivery delay.
Furthermore, the authors in [67], also proposed a short discov-
ery code, which contains compressed information of mobile
applications in a device. This allows the users to find out
the desirable applications in the other device while consum-
ing small amount of radio resources. The authors considered
RDMM for discovering mobile application in cellular D2D
communication, to analyze the performance of the proposed
discovery protocol. In [40], Zayani et al. had proposed a
technique of temporal link prediction (TLP) to find similarity
between a pair of user, and for the prediction of future connec-
tivity. For this purpose, the authors have devised tensor-based
link prediction algorithm for the prediction of temporal links.

It is investigated that very few works are done in the
latency of D2D communicatin under mobility consideration
as depicted in Table VI. However, mobility brings a positive
role to reduce latency in D2D communication. Therefore, it
is profound importance to investigate the mobility parameters
and mobility behavior of users in order to reduce latency in
D2D communication for better QoS and QoE. Also from the
above discussion, it is pointed out that D2D communication
is one of the important element for the reduction of latency
during HOs.

E. Mobility-Aware D2D Content Dissemination

It is envisioned that D2D communication scenarios will
flourish further that would include not only about emergency,

public safety circumstances and V2V improved traffic safety
situations, but also cover commercially available pre-standard
products to facilitate the social-networking and peer-to-peer
connections that considered out of communication coverage
or in case of congestion. In addition, D2D communication is
considered economical and energy efficient application when
sharing or disseminating specific contents between proximity
users. However, the data dissemination will become a chal-
lenging part, when all the users are in dynamic environment.
Particularly, the problem of multi-copy data dissemination
with probabilistic delay constraint in opportunistic D2D com-
munication is more challenging problem [71]. The multi-copy
content dissemination can be reduced to a single content
dissemination to figure out the effect of mobility in D2D
communication [192], [193]. The mobility factors comprise of
user interaction depending on time and location. The authors
investigated the problem of content transmission and resource
allocation by exploiting the contact patterns of D2D users with
the help of statistical properties.

In mobile social network (MSN), a wide range of user gen-
erated social media contents are propagated between users
through social connectivity. A community based approach
is one of the method that is presented by leveraging social
encounters into the context for establishing, and ensuring the
success of D2D transmission [83]. The content transmission
through social network has significantly challenged the tra-
dition data transmission paradigm due to limited bandwidth
and storage capacities. For this reason, Wang et al. [188]
observed that the mobility patterns and social content trans-
mission affected the replication of the content transmission,
users’ movements across the region, and the discovery of
neighboring peers. They utilized the distributed algorithm for
historical, local and partial information of the users to solve the
replication scheduling. Furthermore, Kang et al. [194], [195]
considered a mobile content delivery network (mCDN) on the
assumption that mobile CDN are randomly distributed by a
Poisson point process. In mCDN, special mobile devices are
designated as caching serves that provide mobile stations with
popular contents on demand through D2D communication
links. The authors present optimum dual solution searching
algorithm (ODSA) to determine the probability of storing the
individual content in each server that minimizes the failure
rate. In vehicular networks, RSUs are deployed along road
sides enabling V2I communications but there is an explo-
sive increase of vehicular traffics. Therefore, an improvement
is required in designing RSU-aided vehicular delay tolerant
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TABLE VII
MOBILITY AWARE D2D CONTENT DISSEMINATION

networks (VDTNs). Therefore, the works in [148], [190]
investigated the contact-aware mobile data replication for
RSU-aided VDTNs for data dissemination.

It is also essential analyze the impact of imperfect coop-
eration of nodes on message replication that is crucial for
multi-copy forwarding protocols [189], [191]. The proposed
replication mode selection procedure as a finite-horizon
Continuous Time Markov Decision Process (CTMDP) with
restricted decision epochs. A static spraying policy is intro-
duced that permits source-destination space-time paths. Spray
and Wait protocol are traditionally used in DTNs, which pre-
defines maximum allowable replication of message. But there
is a problem of restricting maximum number of replications as
it may result in an inappropriate replication. This problem is
addressed by Henmi and Koyama [196] through an improve-
ment in Spray and Wait protocol by using forwarding token
(FT) settings. In the proposed mechanism, node mobility is set
as an indicator where a node containing message will replicate
only to those nodes having higher mobility then its own.

The data density is measured for the amount of data dis-
seminated by a particular device over area. The fairness among
devices indicates an effective dissemination of data among a
considered area. This is because when we consider different
users’ mobility, the users with high mobility can cover a large
area as they move through space, while users with low mobil-
ity stay in a similar location. The mobility parameters of the
existing literature are as summarized in Table VII.

IV. IMPACT OF MOBILITY IN D2D COMMUNICATION

The 3GPP open a gateway for a rich association for
mobile devices in a physically 5G proximity services [198]. It
provides a plethora of proximity services such as, device dis-
covery, high data transmission, low delivery delays and traffic
offloading. However, the main issue is that the interactions
are not static, but are stochastic by nature. Thus, it becomes
highly opportunistic contacts due to the prospective mobility
of all interacted users’ devices. Proximate based D2D commu-
nication can facilitates an efficient link continuity with relevant
proximal devices in our daily life for data sharing, forwarding
and offloading [199], [200]. In contrast, the link establish-
ment between users can be in a way that one or both users
can be a mobile. In addition, it is also possible that connected
users can move in any or same direction; serve in same loca-
tion while promising their link continuity. Therefore, mobility
of users bring various important facets such as, increased
outage probability, call blocking, data failure transmission,

offloading failure transmission and handovers failure mech-
anisms. Moreover, it is also important to bring the system
wide performance on the frequent response and opportunistic
contacts to the realistic users’ movement.

A. Impact of Users’ Movement

Researchers are trying to find out the impact of mobile users
on the overall system and users performance. However, users’
interactions with each other are strongly affected by the pat-
terns of users in terms of time and space [74], [104], [175].
As discussed in the aforementioned state of the art, recent
studies have shown some theoretical and experimental results
to show the useful and interesting outcomes for modeling
the realistic users’ movements. It is because, we must envi-
sion the users’ movement in our next generation wireless
networks. Indeed, the users are perpetually moving, while
communicating between home, office, attending leisure events,
visiting shopping promenades and malls, and meeting friends,
family and colleagues at different timings and geographi-
cal locations [5]. In this respect, most of these activities
are concentrated in metropolitan areas. Since the urban-
ization is anticipated to integrate more than 80% of the
developed world’s population by 2025 [105]. On the other
hand, Someone who travels regularly from home in a suburb
to work in a city (known as commuters), his/her traffic from
countryside is rising because most of the workplaces are in
and around metropolises. The European Environment Agency
reported in 2013 that typical commutation times within larger
metropolises are likely to exceed one hour per trip. However,
commuters from countryside have to suffer even longer trip
duration. Furthermore, to make the most of this time spent
in public and private transportation, people use their mobile
devices, such as smart-phones and tablets, for entertainment
(watching video clips, reading news and e-books, listening to
music and audio books), shopping in online stores, preparing
work, scheduling appointments, socializing on Web platforms,
and so on. All such services require Internet access, in some
cases just for a few bytes while in other cases for entire data
streaming, and thus depend on wireless connectivity.

In this regard, the researchers are collected different statis-
tical traces by simply observe or use communication devices
to collect mobility traces, and implemented these traces to
study practical and real life D2D communication. These mobil-
ity traces can reveal the definite and repetitive patterns of
human or vehicles movement. Thus, it brings an advantage
to make the connection among users in time and space
domain [128]–[135], [137]–[145].
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B. Role of Mobility Models

Mobility model incorporates the spatio-temporal properties
of users. It includes the distribution of the contact duration,
and the distribution of the time between two consecutive con-
tacts between users. It is also necessary to capture the human
mobility traces in order to observe the users’ pattern in the
implementation of exact mobility model. The knowledge of
human mobility behaviors is quite philosophical for the inves-
tigation of relative locations of user mobility. Therefore, it is
well worth that the patterns/trajectories of each individual must
be measured to find the exact phenomena of mobility models.
In fact, 93% potential predictability is found in user mobility
patterns to achieve the exact mobility models [204].

However, it is figured out that the RWMs are independent
with past state, and the direction and velocity are fully stochas-
tic in nature [205]. RWP is then considered for capturing
the movement of mobile users by adding the pause time into
RWMs [72]. According to [60], this model runs out to allow a
steady state in which the average users’ velocity systematically
decrement over time. Hence, it may not be used directly for
mobility patterns to capture the real human scenarios. Random
way point, random direction and random walk mobility mod-
els are not suitable for D2D communication, because they do
not contemplate the true nature of mobility as observed in real
life scenarios. Other mobility models such as GBMM, EMM,
MH, PSMM have an undesired side effects that occur since it
restrict the mobile users in a certain communication range. On
the other side, it is beneficial for the a certain users, moving
in the same time duration and space.

Several other mobility models have been proposed and
widely applied in the current research works as mentioned
in Section II. However, these models are in general character-
ized by random movement processes due to the lack of users
trajectories from real-life, and they can provide tractable anal-
ysis for D2D communication. However, it has been found that
the complete randomness of mobility pattern in such mobility
models can cause unrealistic moving behaviors. These unreal-
istic moving behaviors can lead to biased or even misleading
results for D2D communication. Therefore, further investiga-
tion is necessary to adopt an exact mobility model in the area
of D2D communication.

C. Impact of Mobility on QoS & QoE

Mobility can affect the performance, enabled applications
and services envision due to highly opportunistic device con-
tacts. In results, it has a huge influence on system capacity,
data offloading, users’ QoS, users’ QoE and transmission
opportunities [202]. It is believed by the operators and
providers that the primary challenges in D2D communication
are the users’ QoE and QoS. As, D2D communication nor-
mally operates in cellular mode or D2D node for proximate
users to communicate each other. The users’ QoS and QoE
can be greatly affected by the variation of channel due to
users mobility. Since the variation in the CSI of D2D links
is caused by users’ movement, therefore D2D links must be
constantly monitored for the continuation of communication.
It is important due to the fact, that the network should make

mode switching between D2D link and cellular link to pro-
vide significant QoS and QoE to the users [65], [101]. It is also
intriguing believe that the delivery delay is inversely propor-
tional to the average user velocity, i.e., by decreasing the user
velocity, the delivery delay increases and vice versa. Therefore,
mobility can increase the system capacity by decreasing the
delivery delay, which in results provides a good QoS and QoE
towards users [159], [164], [203].

D. Impact of Mobility in D2D Mode Selection

The role of mobility using stochastic geometry is also appli-
cable in D2D mode selection for both absolute and relative
movements of dynamic users [58]. The users’ mode transition
time indicates the users’ position that changes frequently with
respect to time. On the other side, the users’ residence time is
an expected duration of users to resides in the range of D2D
communication. Data transmission via D2D communication is
a reliable method which does not rely on infrastructure. Thus,
it is necessary to improve the data transmission using D2D
transmission by a mode selection procedure according to the
users’ movements. However, users’ mobility may be high or
low depending on the velocity of the users. A mode selection
function is a unique feature to assign modes by exploiting the
information of users’ velocity [66]. It indicates that users with
higher velocity may allocate more frequency channels by using
mode selection function. It is also suggested that the users of
high mobility cover a large area as they move through space,
while those users, having low mobility stay in a similar loca-
tion. Therefore, more frequent channels can be allocated for
higher velocity users to transmit more data than low mobility
users in a random direction with uniform linear motion. In
fact, user mobility is an inherent characteristic of the network
to change the network topology over time scale in the mode
selection.

E. Role of Encounter Frequencies

From the discussion in Section III, we have found that
seminal papers showed that in a highly dynamic environment
where frequent changes occurs in network topology can sig-
nificantly increase the capacity or throughput of the user. It
is also showed that mobility can provide an increase in the
system capacity when users are mobile rather than fixed. Other
works showed that faster diffusive behavior of mobile users
lead to greater number of encounters. These encounters help
to higher delivery ratio under same transmission range. The
authors in different works studied the performance by adding
different time intervals such as contact time and inter con-
tact time to investigate the contact or encounter frequencies.
It is concluded that pause time or inter contact time may lead
to slower diffusion which in turn leads to lower throughput.
However, throughput and delay are significantly affected by
mobility characteristics of the nodes, especially when there is
a pause time between the encounters of D2D users.

V. DISCUSSION

We sketch the mobility models, traces and technical
issues in a dynamic environment for D2D communication.
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We foreground the key lessons learned derived from the review
of existing work, and distinguish open problems that merit in
future investigation.

A. Overview of Mobility Assisted D2D Communication

We categorize the mobility models and traces adopted in
D2D communication, summarized in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and
Table I. The classification of mobility models is done accord-
ing to the existing research work in D2D communication. We
focus on mobility models and traces with regards to human and
vehicle behavior according to their movement patterns [73],
[206], [207], speed, geographic location [104], [208], social
characteristics [53], [85], [209], stochastic data [210] and fre-
quent visiting places [82]. Mobility models include random
mobility model [61], [72], human mobility model [74], vehic-
ular mobility model, dynamic graph model [97], social group
based mobility model [5], [211] and geographic based mobil-
ity model. In addition the mobility traces are taken according
to the opportunistic contacts, social connections, user interest,
mobility and connectivity traces, vehicular network and local
environment. We measuredly select the mobility models and
traces from year 2009 up to 2018, in order to reflect form the
old towards latest information regarding mobility models and
traces.

After clear investigation in mobility models and traces
in D2D communication, we outline the mobility aware fer-
mented. According to the literature survey, we highlight the
challenges with respect to target scenario, network interface,
mobility models, mobility trace, number of devices, type
of devices, and finally the issues due to the movements of
human and vehicular. The summarization of different techni-
cal aspects of mobility assisted D2D communication is given
in Table III–VII, respectively. We summarize diverse problems
and their corresponding solutions due to mobility constraints.
The summaries included in this paper shall furnish with a
snapshot of the existing work consecrated to mobility assisted
D2D communication. Therefore, our objective is to provide a
comprehensive selection of existing work from 2012 till 2018
that can be leisurely for the interesting readers.

B. Key Lessons Learned

On the basis of reviewed papers, we derive a set of key
lessons learned to be considering in the implementation of
mobility in D2D communication.

1) Mobility Influence: There are several parameters that
characterize the influence of mobility on D2D communica-
tion. For instance, a user enters the D2D coverage area in first
time and leaves it in the second time. The probability that the
user at the first time is within the D2D range of its proximate
users, and is considered as contact probability. It determines
the availability of D2D connectivity, and the duration of D2D
link availability, and is called as CT. However, the time at
which the mobile user leaves the range of D2D connectivity
for certain duration is named as ICT.

Network topologies and users’ are frequently changed
in dynamic environments that ultimately affect the users’
performance, e.g., data rates and latency. ICT is normally

observed in human mobility as well as in vehicular mobil-
ity. This is because a person remains at a given location for a
certain time period before moving to a new location. Similarly,
vehicles can either stop at different locations due to road
signals or move in different velocity with respect to other vehi-
cles. Therefore, an ICT is the basic delay factor between the
two targeted users being in contact with each other. However,
sometimes the ICT can be large enough that the connectivity
of D2D link can no longer be existed.

From the existing work, we learned that there is still a
missing portion to effectively integrate mobility in D2D com-
munication. For instance, the data downloading time and data
dissemination depend on the size of data and the contact dura-
tion of the D2D link. The mobility of D2D users will not be in
a positive mood if the data size is larger than the contact time
of D2D link. In this case, the actual type of users’ movement
can insignificantly affect the ensuing system performance. It
is believed that real time applications are strictly restraint with
strict latency requirements, and therefore CT is the dominating
mobility factor.

2) Users’ Mobility Patterns: User mobility mostly depends
on the spatial and temporal properties of D2D users. The spa-
tial properties include the information of D2D user mobility
pattern related to physical position. In addition, the tempo-
ral properties are related to time frame features. In fact, the
mobility pattern of a mobile user can be envisioned by the
D2D users’ trajectories, i.e., the user’s moving path. The users’
trajectories help in the D2D link establishment, and measures
the distance between proximate mobile users. It is also noticed
that user mobility patterns mostly depend on the social rela-
tionships among mobile users. For instance, the mobile users
having relatively substantial social ties are more potential to
have similar trajectories [76], [88], [104]. The user mobility
patterns possesses a periodic property to tackle the adaptive
caching and offloading [212], link establishment and content
transmission problems.

Mobility patterns are necessary factors in a dynamic D2D
communication environment [92], [163], [168]. However,
some personal information may be unwrapped in the collec-
tion of mobility information to take the convinced advantages
of mobility patterns. This personal information of mobile
users includes home location, work place and daily life rou-
tines. This induces some dis-confirming concerns on the
privacy issues of users. Thus, the extraction of user mobil-
ity information is significant without affecting user privacy.
For this purpose, location mystification and fake location
interposes techniques may serve as potential impending for
anonymous mobility patterns [9], [53], [201].

3) Mobility in Caching and Offloading Design: D2D
caching and offloading is not fixed, since they are related
to the storage and dissemination of data usage of mobile
users [169]. The data storage is different from user to user
and may change over time. It is crucial to inquire the caching
process according to the dynamic environment of user capabil-
ities and mobility constraints. D2D links are found one of the
best solutions for caching and offloading contents. Thus, the
information associated with user contacts is indispensable for
caching and offloading in the design settings. In this regard,
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some researchers leveraged the social phenomena for caching
and offloading to disintegrate a large network into several
small social groups. Therefore, it reduces the time complexity
of caching and offloading design [202], [213]. In addition, the
caching and offloading contents are adapted on the periodic
patterns, for which the cognition of return times is utilitarian.

Nevertheless, users in a diverse social groups have different
content preferences. Therefore, mobility pattern of each social
group can be utilized to improve the adaptive caching design.
For instance, in the proactive caching context, the future serv-
ing mobile node can be predicted, if the user pattern can be
estimated based on the past status. In this scenario, if the user
requests a certain file when passing by, the serving user (pre-
dicted to be on its future path) may proactively cache the
file with a certain segment, and then the requester can down-
load the file. This kind of situation may improve the caching
efficiency and reduce the latency in downloading.

4) Time Altering Social-Interaction and Heterogeneous
Human Walk: Social-interaction constantly covers large num-
ber of wirelessly connected movable people in a future
society. However, it requires careful design and validation
of prospective mobile networking technologies. To be spe-
cific, the scope of D2D communication is imperative in social
context, which is to be covered beyond the best effort associa-
tions and services, support critical information exchange (i.e.,
road safety applications), dependability (i.e., timeliness) and
reliability of data transmission with respect to mobility.

HHM generates the realistic users’ pattern. It is based on the
observation of real social networks or the realistic assumptions
of an overlapping community structures. As a matter of fact,
the popularity of users’ pattern is categorized into real trace
and social based aware, i.e., online or offline social networks.
However, the time varying social characters of people during
a certain period of time impart to various social networks and
corresponding overlapping community structures at versatile
period [51], [85], [214]. In result, an intuitional step is the
first remark or artificially depicts a social graph by using a
social network to obtain a realistic community structure.

Although social aware models are intensively attempted to
find the social dimension causes by users’ pattern, yet none
of them consider how social network structure contributes to
heterogeneous human popularity. Additionally, social aware
models are based on manually stimulus or unnaturally gen-
erated social graphs that induce some serious troubles. First
of all, it is inapplicable to manually input a social graph
for mobility modeling, because the mobility model can only
imitate the particular assumptions, and necessitates a great
amount of attempt, when the imitation population is large.
Secondly, the social aware models are not realistic enough in
the aforesaid social aware mobility models [85], [215]–[217].

5) High Speed Vehicles: The goal of 3GPPs V2X-LTE
(vehicular to X - long term evaluation) is to provide LTE
support of vehicular communications. Such V2X specs allow
generating revenue via high bandwidth infomercial applica-
tions for car users and proximity services [198]. It affirms
the traffic telematics and ITS; equilibrating or even replacing
IEEE 802.11p based consecrated short range communications.
There are three technologies for the realization of LTE-based

vehicular communications. (1) Dual connectivity to support
high user mobility, (2) LTE-based disseminate services for
effective distribution of messages among vehicles, and (3)
Proximity based D2D communication is to actualize connec-
tivity between vehicles as well as between connected cards
and hand-held terminals [218].

Vehicular communication and RSU infrastructure can
exchange information about vehicles status, their location,
and the road environment in cooperative ITS. In this regard,
European Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI)
defined cooperative awareness messages (CAM) and decen-
tralized environmental notification messages (DENM) [219].
CAMs are periodically generated contents, that can be applied
to exchange vehicle condition information with cars in the
locality. It can be exchanged either directly or indirectly
via dedicate short range communication utilizing the cellular
network. The same case is used in U.S. Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) J2735 standard, and is denoted by Basic
Safety Message (BSM) [220]. On the other side, DENMs
are event driven, and hence generated only periodically. For
instance, in the case of emergency to warn upcoming vehicles,
their distribution in certain notified areas must be efficiently
handled. However, the geographical information is necessary
to be considered.

Vehicles can exchange content with the aid of D2D com-
munication. For example, a group of vehicles in the same area
or in the same road can share data such as, traffic safety, road
information, and traffic information by directly communicating
with each other without putting the load on cellular network
or RSU. Meanwhile, the moving vehicle can obtain the con-
tent from the parked vehicle in the specific spot by passing
through that area, and can exchange content having simi-
lar interest. Thus, by enabling direct communication between
vehicles, a large number of vehicles can exchange content
with each other without relying on the RSU or any other
centralized way.

6) Stochastic Geometry Implementation: Stochastic geom-
etry is also considered in many research article to focus on the
mobility behavior of users [210]. The modeling of stochastic
geometry is the significant part of the D2D network design and
analysis in the mobile premise. Different approaches show that
stochastic geometry provides good tractability of the mobil-
ity behavior of D2D users and dynamic network topology.
The basic idea in stochastic geometry is to find the Poisson
point process (PPP) for the availability of users in the network
deployment and coverage areas.

Stochastic geometry is considered to provide a good solu-
tion of randomly designed D2D communication to predict
probabilistic parameters such as SINR distribution, coverage
probability and load distribution [54], [194], [195]. Therefore,
most of the work considerably achieved the performance of
D2D communication in terms of throughput, QoS, SINR and
data transmission by utilizing stochastic geometry [58], [115],
[174], [200]. The research work showed that statistical anal-
ysis performed an appropriate mobility model and ensemble
mobility parameters from mobility traces. The performance
of D2D communication based on mobility traces collect the
statistical data of CT and ICT. These statistical data include
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probability density function, cumulative distribution function,
expected value or mean, and variance.

7) Mobility Benefits: It is a solid case to cautiously evalu-
ating the existing challenges, assessing out the best solutions,
detailing the resulting advantages, and finding the best tech-
nological solutions. The advantages of mobility stretch right
across the operators, users, and all levels of resources. The
following benefits can be achieved according to the lesson
learned from the current research work.

1) Efficient mobility management and remote resources.
2) Operational costs reduction.
3) Delivery services improvement.
4) Improved productivity.
5) Link continuity ensurance.
6) Gaining users’ loyalty.
7) Attracting new users.
8) Flexible end users.
9) Sustain a competitive advantage.
The mobility solutions can provide all the above advantages

if we implement the right decision for enabling communication
and information access at anytime and anywhere.

C. Open Problems

The integration of mobility in D2D communication is
broadly studied to solve different technical problems in the
past few years. However, there are some special concerns
for D2D communication owing to new requirements and use
cases. Consequently, we list the open issues that deserve
further investigation.

1) Mobility Management: Mobility management solutions
are one of the basic requirements to minimize the negative
impacts on D2D communication. Such negative impacts com-
prise of larger latency and additional signaling congestion in
D2D communication. This can be achieved by controlling the
D2D control handover and cell selection during mobile sce-
nario. However, when two targeted users are active and they
(either one or both) change their position, then it is not difficult
to keep the service uninterrupted in the case of cellular mode.
On the other side, when it is D2D mode, then mobility man-
agement become one of the essential problem that need to be
taking care off. Mobility management become crucial in D2D
mode and it requires proper algorithms to develop that can deal
without interruption. Very few papers hashed out the mobility
management in D2D communication and proper investigations
and usage of proper algorithms are yet to develop to handle
such problems.

2) User Experience: Data traffic performance substantially
debauched as D2D users move at high speed. Subsequently,
the data traffic is expected the fast signal overhead that cause
congestion and ultimately admonishing user’s experience. The
mobility due to eminent devices can weaken the overall func-
tion. The growth of data traffic per device, and high end
devices can increase the users’ CT. For instance, the increase in
mobile video content has much higher bit rates than other kind
of mobile data. In result, larger CT is demanded between D2D
users for video traffic, and need careful investigation. It is also
worth noting that speed of users in terms of human walk or

vehicles is the most interesting research direction because the
speed can degrade or aggrade the link establishment between
the users in a dynamic environment.

3) Mobility Prediction: Mobility prediction is an interesting
research area, and is based on the recent history of users’
trajectories. Mobility predictions and their comparability with
empirical data may assist to realize human movement in a
better way. It is influenced that we can be able to understand
a lot about human mobility and can be represented mathe-
matically, if human mobility is predicted within a given error
percentage. People are often invoked to popular locations and
the popularity of a given places importantly ascertains their
frequency of visit to such areas. It is believed that mobility
patterns can be easily collected in such kind of places, and
therefore, sculptured an appropriate mobility model. Most of
researchers have been used the available mobility traces for
evaluating the performance of mobility aware D2D communi-
cation, but they fail to take the very true nature of mobility
before intending new techniques.

4) Distributed Algorithms in Mobility: The high mobil-
ity of vehicular setup must be investigated in terms of cost
and benefit of distributed algorithms for scheduling, resource
allocation and interference control. Most of the existent tech-
niques depend on a centralized execution. However, distributed
algorithms can reduce the time cost and is a hot topic in
future research directions. In the utmost case, the utterly dis-
tributed access could be the pure cognitive radio approach
based on spectrum sensing [108]. In result, it gives in the
interference controllability boasted by D2D communications.
Consequently, it must be interesting topic to find out how one
can attain for the best trade-off between centralized and dis-
tributed approaches while asserting an acceptable execution of
variable ITS applications in intriguing vehicular scenarios. The
study of D2D for ITS is a predicting technology that capable
of encouraging the spectrum usage in vehicular applications.
Therefore, it is a challenging problem that awaits innovative
yet practical solutions.

5) Geographical and Network Information: It is also an
interesting research direction to obtain data that contain the
geographical and network information at the same time. None
of the existing work indicates the strong correlation between
geographical and network information that emerges in many
diverse techniques. This kind of information represented the
similarity between users’ movements, and the effectiveness
of interaction. Human mobility in their geographical location
serve as a good prognosticator for the information of new
D2D links, that yields comparable predictive power as com-
pared to traditional network based measurements. In addition,
by aggregating both mobility and network measurements, we
can be able to find the prediction accuracy that can be signifi-
cantly improved in the supervised acquisition. Finally, another
interesting direction is to uncover the strong correlation-ship
between mobility similarity, social connection, and prediction.

6) Requirement Gaps and Conflicts: Several mobility mod-
els are failed to achieve the true nature of mobility analysis,
and therefore, it is not applicable to incorporate in D2D com-
munication. These mobility models do not reflect the true
nature of mobility as ascertained in real life. Random way
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point has its inherent anomalousness, while random direc-
tion is delusive, because it is improbable that users would
distribute themselves evenly across an area. Similarly, some
models are difficult to investigate by selecting the right param-
eters. Therefore, one needs to select an appropriate mobility
model to capture the realistic mobility patterns, and human or
vehicle real movements. Hence, it is one the most important
research direction in the implementation of mobility.

Moreover, the traces used by most of researchers are still
deprived of real life scenario. It is strongly recommend that
researchers should unfold the recent data traces to investigate
the mobility effect on users and system performance. It is also
encouraged to find out the contact duration, inter-contact time,
number of encounters, and their encounters’ location from
the chosen realistic traces, simultaneously. Since most of the
authors did not mention different mobility parameters simul-
taneously in their work such as, type of network interface,
mobility traces, and number of devices, contact frequency, type
of devices, and corresponding speed.

7) Macroscopic Mobility: Heterogeneous Random Walk
(HRW) captures the properties of macroscopic mobility
model [221]. Heterogeneous spatial node distribution is one
such macroscopic property. Heterogeneity of HRW model
originates due to difference in users’ speed and dynamics of
connectivity. It also provides information about traffic trends
of all vehicles in a city and helps in path selection.

VI. CONCLUSION

We conceive that our work furnishes detailed survey and
state-of-the-art researches in mobility and its impact on D2D
communication. We have presented a broad research on the
subject and have foregrounded the major findings to date. We
carve up the survey into three major sections. The first part
provides a detailed version of mobility models and traces that
are adopted or can be used in D2D communication. The sec-
ond part of the paper deals with technical problems and its
solutions. Furthermore, the impact of mobility in D2D com-
munication is also depicted that will help the readers and
researchers to investigate how mobility will help in D2D com-
munication. In addition, we derive the key lesson learned and
distinguish open problems that merit future research direc-
tions. We believe that the discussion presented in this review
will suffice as a reference guide for researchers and developers
to facilitate the design and implementation of mobility aware
D2D communication.
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